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Study on One Dimensional and Three Dimensional Gradient
Shimming in Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
Bin Sun
ABSTRACT
High homogeneous static magnetic field is an important prerequisite for nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) experiments. How to quickly and effectively improve the
homogeneity of the magnetic field has been the focus of many research institutions
and scholars at home and abroad. Through the innovation of theory and development
of methods for decades, shimming methods change from the original manual
shimming to automatic search shimming using computer. So it takes less time and the
performance of computing is improved rapidly.
The gradient shimming based on the principle of nuclear magnetic resonance
imaging is studied in this paper. The free induction decay (FID) signal with the spatial
information of magnetic field is obtained by the excited atoms using radiao frequency
signal. The characteristics of the spatial distribution of the magnetic field--the field
map, is obtained after a series of signal processings. The field shapes, generated by
each of the shim coils are found as a difference between two field maps, the first
acquired with the current shim coil values, and the second with the same shim coil
values except one. The value of this shim coil is mis-set in order to produce the shim
field of interest over a sample. The complete shim mapping experiment is performed
by repetition of the technique describe for each of the shims.
At last, field map and shim maps are used as input data to find optimal
corrections to shim settings in order to cancel magnetic field inhomogeneity. An ideal
homogeneity field can obtained through several iterations described above.
In this paper, a simple analysis and implementation of all the relevant signal
processing algorithms for one-dimensional (1D) and three-dimensional (3D) gradient














accuracy and robustness, improved genetic algorithm and the least squares method
were proposed. A gradient shimming module based on Eclipse plug-ins was
developed. Utilizing the Eclipse rich client platform technology and features of
modular, multi-adaptation and cross-platform, a desktop application which written in
Java was created. It decouples all functional modules well and improves the
maintainability of software. At the same time, its powerful plug-in features make this
software can eventually be transplanted or load other plug-in in order to enrich its
functions.
Finally, the 1D and 3D gradient shimming experiments were carried out in
different NMR spectrometers. The acquired data were processed and compare the
result between using our new developed software and the NMR instrument’s software.
It has been proved that the 1D and 3D gradient shimming methods proposed in this
paper are feasible and effective.



























进入21世纪后，核磁共振(Nucleus Magnetic Resonance, NMR)技术飞速发展，
从 60MHz 到 1GHz 的 NMR 谱仪，共振频率差不多以每五年 1.5 倍的趋势提高。
要想完成高分辨核磁共振实验则必须要求提供一个稳定性好，均匀性高的强磁场。
于是推动了匀场技术的不断发展与改进。从无源匀场到有源匀场，再到基于核磁
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其中， 2/1v 定义为半高宽度(单位为 Hz):
)/(1 *22/1 Tv  (1.2)
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